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Abstract
Homografts consisting of pieces of neocortex or dissociated cortical cells were transplanted from
fetal rats into the cortex of newborn, microcephalic hosts. The cortex of the hosts lacked cells of
the superficial layers, as a result of prenatal administration of a cytotoxic drug methylazoxymethanol. Grafts exhibited an internal organization with a tendency to form a molecular layer, and
alternating cell and fiber zones, although these were not consistently oriented with respect to the
host cortex. Both pyramidal and nonpyramidal cells survived. Some grafts were shown to receive
callosal connections. Axonal outgrowth from transplanted neurons to several host brain areas was
demonstrated with retrograde tracers. Outgrowth occurred not only to the contralateral cortex, in
which the host’s own callosal projection was deficient, but also to the thalamus and spinal cord, in
which the host projection was intact. Thus, grafted fetal cortex is capable of making connections in
the methylazoxymethanol-damaged
host, but the pattern of connections made is not influenced by
host deficiencies.

When a rat has been exposed to the cytotoxic drug
methylazoxymethanol
(MAM) during fetal life its cerebral cortex at maturity lacks neurons of the latest born
layers (Johnston and Coyle, 1979; Jones et al., 1982).
Nevertheless, those cells which remain send axons to
appropriate brain regions; thalamic afferents also enter
the somatosensory cortex and, despite the absence of
most of their usual targets, terminate in their characteristic somatotopic order; those projections which originate
largely from cells of the missing layers, for example, the
corpus callosum, are greatly diminished (Jones et al.,
1982). Thus, it appears that the cortex of a MAM-treated
rat does not undergo adaptive changes in cortical connectivity, that is, surviving cortical cell populations do
not compensate for missing cells by making uncharacteristic projections. Instead, the normal pattern of cortical connectivity is maintained for those neurons that
survive, and elements of connectivity usually provided
by the missing cells are lacking. We wished, therefore,
to examine the possibility of restoring missing aspects of
cortical connectivity. These attempts to “reconstitute”
the microcephalic, MAM-treated
cortex exploited the
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recognized capacity of neonatal cortex to accept homografts (Jaeger and Lund, 1980a).
Pieces of embryonic brain can survive transplantation
into the brains of newborn (LeGros Clark, 1940; Das,
1975; Lund and Hauschka, 1976; Das et al., 1980;
Schmidt et al., 1981) or adult (Bjorkland et al., 1976;
Perlow et al., 1979) mammals. Transplants can provide
a remarkable degree of functional recovery in some cases
of genetic deficiency (Gash et al., 1980; Krieger et al.,
1982) or brain lesions (Bjorkland nd Stenevi, 1979; Perlow et al., 1979; Dunnett et al., 1981) by providing
chemical substances which the host brain is incapable of
synthesizing. However, the long-term survival of a transplant may depend on the formation of successful connections with the host brain (Das, 1982).
The factors that govern connection formation between
graft and host brains are not known. Afferent innervation of a graft can show a degree of specificity, especially
when tissue is transplanted to a location approximating
its normal position (Jaeger and Lund, 1980a; Lund and
Harvey, 1981; Floeter et al., 1982; Smith and Ebner,
1982). In many cases, however, grafts are innervated by
axons from the local region rather than those appropriate
for the grafted tissue (Oblinger et al., 1980; Jaeger and
Lund, 1980b). In all cases the relative maturity of host
afferents at the time of grafting probably also plays some
role in determining whether effective afferent innervation will occur, although there is evidence that embryonic
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transplants can promote axonal growth from mature host
neurons (Kromer et al., 1980).
Whether grafted neurons can actively choose a set of
host target neurons appropriate for them is unclear.
When some specific pathways are lesioned, axons from
grafts clearly can grow preferentially into the denervated
areas (Bjorklund and Stenevi, 1977; Lewis and Cotman,
1982). Moreover, physiological and behavioral evidence
suggests the capacity functionally to repopulate appropriate synaptic sites (Dunnett et al., 1982; Low et al.,
1982). Yet there is no direct evidence which suggeststhat
graft neurons are expressing an intrinsic preference
rather than merely occupying the only available target
sites. To examine this question, grafted neurons must be
given an opportunity to choose among several target
sites, as would occur in a developing brain, for example.
To date such experiments have been carried out only
with transplants to heterotopic locations; in these,
grafted neurons do make many inappropriate connections (e.g., Oblinger and Das, 1982). Whether a piece of
transplanted cortex will send axons to appropriate cortical target sites when grafted to a cortical location has
not been fully determined. The MAM-treated
cortex,
which lacks certain cell populations but is just beginning
to receive its afferent innervation at birth, offers the
opportunity to examine the potential for the establishment of appropriate innervation of a graft made to a
normal position but one which is severely compromised.
Materials

and Methods

Animals and surgery
The rats used in this study were the progeny of Wistar
rats bred in our colony. The day on which spermatozoa
were present in vaginal smears was termed embryonic
day zero (EO). Fetuses that were to become hosts were
treated with methylazoxymethanol
acetate (MAM,
Sigma) on El5 or El6 via a single intraperitoneal injection of 6.0 mg in 0.6 ml of normal saline into the pregnant
female. After birth they received grafts on the first or
second postnatal day. Donor fetuses were labeled with
tritiated thymidine (specific activity 20 Ci/mmol; New
England Nuclear) on El4 or E15, 2 to 3 days prior to
grafting at E17, via a single intraperitoneal injection into
the pregnant female in dosesranging from 0.5 mCi to 3.0
mCi in 0.5 ml of normal saline.
Transplants were of two types: solid grafts or suspension grafts. Forty-one pups from six litters received solid
grafts. The grafting procedure was similar to that of
Lund and Hauschka (1976). The pregnant female was
anesthetized with chloral hydrate and the lower part of
the body immersed in a 37°C saline bath so that living
donor fetuses could be removed individually from the
uterus as needed. Fetal brains were rapidly removed to a
dish of Hamm’s F-10 medium (GIBCO) on ice. The
vascular pattern was used for identification of presumptive parietal cortex, assuming that fetal cortical regions
bear the same relationship to the middle cerebral artery
as in the adult (Welker, 1971). Strips of cortex, approximately 200 to 300 pm wide and 0.5 to 1 mm long, were
cut out with a razor blade and sucked into a micropipette
with a tip diameter of approximately 300 pm which was
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attached via fine tubing to a syringe filled with medium.
Host pups were anesthetized by hypothermia, and a bone
flap was raised over one hemisphere by slipping the bevel
of a hypodermic needle under the coronal suture. The
cortex at this level in the adult includes the sensorimotor
areas. After incising the meninges, the micropipette tip
was lowered at a 45” angle into the host cortex until its
tip was buried and the cortical graft was gently ejected.
Twenty-six rats from five litters received grafts of cell
suspensions. Suspensions were prepared by incubating
pieces of fetal cortex in a glucose-salt solution lacking
divalent cations (Puck et al., 1958) for 20 min at 40°C
and triturating with a fire-polished Pasteur pipette. Suspensions containing approximately lo5 viable cells per
microliter, as determined by trypan blue exclusion (Paul,
1975), were injected into the host cortex from a micropipette with a tip diameter of approximately 200 pm in
a fashion similar to that described for solid grafts. Although the injection volumes varied from 1 to 10 ~1,
quantitation of the number of cells injected was not
possible since there was significant leakage back along
the pipette.
Rats receiving grafts were allowed to survive for varying periods up to 6 months.
Histological methods
Three retrograde tracers were used to examine whether
axons of grafted neurons grew into the host brains. Table
I lists the tracer, or combination of tracers, injection
sites, and ages of each animal with a confirmed graft
studied in this way.
1. HRP. One-tenth microliter of 50% horseradish peroxidase (HRP, Sigma, type VI) dissolved in saline was
injected into contralateral cortex, thalamus, or spinomedullary junction of the host. After a survival of 24 hr,
the animals were perfused with a mixture of phosphatebuffered 1% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde.
Frozen sections were processed according to the methods
of De Olmos et al. (1978). This procedure at the survival
period used is adequate to visualize maximal anterograde
labeling of host fibers within host brain regions following
cortical and thalamic injections (M. K. Floeter and E. G.
Jones, unpublished observations).
2. Fast blue. One-tenth to one-half microliter of 5%
aqueous fast blue (FB, Illing, Gmbh, Germany) was
injected into the thalamus or spinal cord of the host,
sometimes in combination with another tracer in a second site (Table I). Following a survival ranging from 4
days to 1 week, the animals were perfused with phosphate-buffered 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were cut
into slabs approximately 3 mm thick, soaked in 30%
sucrose overnight, sectioned at 40 pm on a freezing
microtome, and immediately mounted on slides. These
were examined with epifluorescence using a Leitz Dialux
20 microscope.
3. Nuclear Yellow. Volumes of 0.5 ~1 of 2% aqueous
Nuclear Yellow (NY; Bentivoglio et al., 1980) were injected into the spinomedullary junction of two host rats
which had received injections of FB 4 days earlier.
Twelve hours later animals were perfused and prepared
as described for FB.
In two cases the tracers HRP and FB were combined,
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Summary
Animal

a HRP,

Code

of retrograde

Type of’ Graft

labeling

experiments

Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Suspension
Solid
Solid
Solid

Moderate
Moderate
Mild
Severe
Severe
Mild
Mild
Moderate
Mild
Moderate

11

Suspension

Moderate

12

Solid

Mild

13

Solid

Moderate

14
15
16

Suspension
Suspension
Solid

Moderate
Moderate
Severe

peroxidase;

FB, fast blue;

TABLE
I
in animals

Severity of
MAM Effect

1
2
3
4
5
6
I
8
9
10

horseradish

in Brain-damaged

NY,

Nuclear

Rats

with grafts

Tracer Type
HRP”
HRP
HRP
HRP
HRP
HRP
HRP
HRP
FB
HRP
FB
HRP
FB
FB
NY
FB
NY
FB
HRP
HRP
Yellow;

CC, contralateral

but it was found that the glutaraldehyde
necessary for
adequate demonstration
of the HRP reaction product
greatly diminished the FB fluorescence.
In all animals used for the tracing of connections,
alternate
sections
were mounted
on gelatin-subbed
slides, defatted in chloroform
and alcohol, dipped in
Kodak NTB2 emulsion, and allowed to expose at 4°C for
periods of 4 weeks to 8 months depending on the dose of
tritiated thymidine.
Slides were developed in Kodak D19 developer, fixed with Kodak Ektaflo,
and counterstained with thionin.
The histological organization
of grafts was examined
in Nissl and Luxol Fast Blue-stained
sections of eight
paraffin-embedded
brains.
The morphology
of cells
within grafts was studied in 10 brains stained by the
Golgi-Cox
(Van der Loos, 1956) or Golgi-Kopsch
(Rethelyi, 1972) methods.
Results
MAM
effects.
Although there was variability
in the
extent of cortical damage produced by the injection of
MAM, all rats with successful grafts showed a thinned
cerebral cortex and attenuated corpus callosum as described by Jones et al. (1982). Many rats had only layers
V and VI surviving (severe effect), but some had surviving layer IV cells (moderate effect) and two litters had
cells of layers III and II surviving as well (mild effect).
Graft survival. Upon initial histological
examination,
structures
which appeared to be grafts were seen in 27 of
the 41 rats receiving solid grafts and in 16 of the 26 rats
receiving suspension grafts. Six solid and four suspension
grafts stained by the Golgi method could not be confirmed by autoradiography.
Fifteen solid grafts and 10
suspension
grafts were confirmed
by autoradiography,
meaning that a very large proportion
of cells showed
dense nuclear labeling by [“Hlthymidine
in autoradiographs (Fig. 1). Twelve apparent grafts were rejected
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confirmed

Injection

by autoradiograph>

Site

cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
th
th
th
SMJ
th
SMJ
th
SMJ
th
SMJ
th
SMJ
SMJ
cortex;

Retrogradely
Labeled Cells
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

th, thalamus;

SMd,

Age at
Sacrifice
4
4
6
3
3
6
7
12
6
4

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
months
months

4 months
6 months
6 months
12 weeks
12 weeks
3 months
spinomedullary

junction.

because of too light labeling or the labeling of too few
cells. We will only present the connections
of confirmed
grafts in this paper, although the results from the remaining unconfirmed
grafts are consistent with these.
Cellular organization.
The grafts took on a variety of
shapes, sizes and positions.
Parts of solid grafts frequently protruded
into the lateral ventricle or overlay
the pia mater (Fig. 2). In a single section such a graft
might appear to be totally contained within the ventricle
or outside the pia, but examination
of serial sections
usually demonstrated
that some part of the graft lay
within
the substance
of the host cortex. Regions of
continuity
were not marked by scar formation nor glial
proliferation,
although a region of low neuronal
cell
density resembling
a molecular layer often separated
graft and host. In a small number of cases, such as the
small solid graft in Figure 3B, the boundaries of the graft
could only be determined in autoradiographs.
Autoradiographs of all solid grafts showed that graft cells remained as a separate cluster
and did not disperse
throughout
the host brain.
When suspensions
of cells were grafted, transplanted
neurons usually reaggregated
into several clumps attached either to the cortical surface, flattened both outside and inside the pia mater (Fig. 3A), or attached to
the cortical white matter and hanging into the lateral
ventricle (Fig. 5A). In one animal, however, some aggregates of graft cells were completely contained within the
host cortex and striatum.
Large aggregates of several
hundred previously
dissociated
cells were usually well
delineated from host cortex by an area of low cell density.
In some cases, this was the host’s own molecular layer.
Aggregates consisting
of small numbers of previously
dissociated
cells (often fewer than 12) could only be
identified from autoradiographs
since there was often no
clear delineation between graft cells and host cells. For
this reason, Golgi material from four animals was not
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Figure 1. Survival of grafted neurons was confirmed in all cases by tritiated
grains over cell nuclei. Thionin counterstained.
The bar represents 25 Jo.

thymidine

autoradiography.

Note clusters of silver

Figure 2. Grafts were commonly found protruding
through the subcortical white matter into the lateral ventricle though
remaining in continuity
with the host cortex. In this sagittal section stained with the Golgi Cox method and counterstained
with
thionin, a graft can be seen overlying the fornix. Anterior
is to the left. Figure 5 shows similarly positioned
grafts in frontal
section. The bar represents 500 ~1.
helpful in determining the morphology of grafted dissoMany features reminiscent of normal cortical structure
ciated neurons, although mature but misaligned pyram- can be seen in the solid grafts (Jaeger and Lund, 1980a,
idal cells just below the pia mater could have been of b, 1981). Acellular regions resembling molecular layers
graft origin.
and regions containing fiber bundles break up regions of
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neuronal cells. Golgi staining demonstrated
that both
pyramidal
and nonpyramidal
cells were found in this
region, although their shape was frequently distorted.
No preferential positioning or lamination
of these different cells were seen with respect to each other, although
some pyramidal cells had apical dendrites oriented toward molecular zones (Fig. 4). These had the most recognizable pyramidal
morphology,
although pyramidal

Figure

3. Gross morphology

of grafts. Bars represent

Rats
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cells throughout
the graft had many typical aspects of
pyramidal cells such as large “apical” dendrites, spines,
and recurrent axonal collaterals (see Fig. 4B). Nonpyramidal cells were of spiny and aspiny types (Fig. 4B),
but axons were not impregnated
well enough to allow
identification
of particular interneuron classes.
The organization of suspension grafts depended on the
size of the aggregate. One feature typical of most aggre-

500 p. A, Dissociated

cells of grafts have reaggregated
as several small
The asterisk indicates an ectopic island typical of
MAM-treated
animals. Luxol Fast Blue stain. B, A solid graft, indicated by arrows, is wedged between the host cortical white
matter and striatum. This host shows only a mild MAM effect. Thionin stained.

clumps on the surface of the host cortex which shows a severe effect of YAM.
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Figure 4. Camera lucida tracings of neurons from the graft shown in Figure 2. Solid lines indicate the border of the graft.
Dotted lines indicate intragraft
boundaries between cellular and acellular zones. a, anterior; d, dorsal. The bar represents 20 I*.
A, Four pyramidal neurons located near the anterior tip of the graft. Note the orientation
of the apical dendrites toward the cellsparse “molecular
zone.” B, Four cells near ventral side of graft. Two toward the right appear to be distorted pyramidal neurons.
The arrrow indicates an axon which appears to bend back toward the graft. The two cells toward the left are nonpyramidal
neurons.
was the presence
of an acellular central area. In
Luxol Fast Blue-stained sections, a bundle of myelinated
fibers was sometimes seen traversing this central core
(e.g., Fig 3A). Blood vessels were seen in all grafts.

gates

Graft-host connections. To examine fiber outgrowth
from grafts into areas of the host brain, injections of
retrogradely transported tracers were made into contralateral cortex, thalamus, and spinal cord, since these are

Figure 5. Frontal sectionsthrough grafts in which connections were examined. All of these grafts lie within the cortical white
matter at somepoint, and someprotrude into the ventricle. Medial is to the left and dorsal is up. Bars represent 50 CL.A, An
injection of HRP in the cortex contralateral to this suspensiongraft’has resulted in. retrogradely labeled cells throughout the
graft, a few of which are indicated by arrows. Fine terminal labeling can be seenon the lateral side.B, An injection of HRP was
madeinto the cortex contralateral to this solid graft (G). Labeled fibers (arrows) can be seenenterin,gthe graft, aswell as in the
underlying hippocampalformation (H). A spray of terminal labeling occupiesthe medial corner of the graft. Retrogradely labeled
147
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three of the major projection sites of normal sensorimotor cortex. Anterogradely transported HRP provided information on host projections to grafts. Since the goal of
this study was to determine the absence or presence of
projections and not precise topography, the injection
sites were generally large.
The data for solid and suspension grafts will be combined since there was no obvious difference in the pattern
of their connections.
Graft cells sent axons to the opposite cortex. After
contralateral injections of retrograde tracers, labeled
cells were seen in five cases (Fig. 5A). The number of
labeled graft cells observed ranged from two in one case
to well over 100 in another case. Labeled cells tended to
occur in small clusters of three or four cells, although
clusters occurred in different areas throughout the graft.
The greatest numbers of retrogradely labeled cells occurred when the graft was wedged within the subcortical
white matter close to the corpus callosum, but even grafts
at the surface of the cortex often contained some labeled
cells. In all cases, the host cortex adjacent to the graft
contained retrogradely labeled cells, too. Graft neurons
tended to be less heavily labeled than nearby host neurons.
In those cases where anterograde HRP labeling was
also identifiable, the number of labeled axons entering
the graft was very small. Terminal labeling was best seen
in deep grafts and was restricted to parts of the graft in
the vicinity of the adjacent corpus callosum. These often
did not correspond to areas in which retrogradely labeled
cells were seen (Fig. 5B).
Graft cells also sent axons out of the cortex, to the
thalamus and spinal cord. Again, the number of retrogradely labeled cells was small compared to the total
number of “H-labeled cells in the graft. In all five cases
of spinal cord injections, the number of labeled cells was
less than 15. With injections into thalamus in seven
cases,the number of labeled cells ranged from five in one
case to several hundred in another. In four cases,animals
received injections of different retrograde tracers in these
two sites. In two cases, HRP was injected into the thalamus and FB into the spinal-medullary junction. Cells
labeled with one or another of these tracers were seen in
the graft (Fig. 5, C, D, and B, inset). In the other two
cases FB was injected into the thalamus and NY into
the spinal cord. Cells were labeled from both sites, although none were double labeled. Absence of double
labeling from these two sites is also the casein the normal
intact adult brain (Catsman-Berrevoets and Kuypers,
1981). As in the case of callosally projecting cells, cells
labeled retrogradely from the thalamus frequently occurred in small clusters throughout the graft. In three
cases, one of which was an aggregate of cells from a
suspension graft (Fig. 5B, inset), the labeled neurons
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were clustered along the periphery of the graft, although
not continuous with labeled neurons in layer VI of the
host cortex (Fig. 5C).
In those caseswhere anterograde labeling of thalamocortical axons with HRP was identifiable in the host
cortex, no terminal labeling was observed within the
graft, although in one case a bundle of fibers passed
through the graft. In one case of a small injection of
HRP apparently limited to the dorsal column nuclei,
retrogradely labeled cells were not found in the solid
graft, which was, however, separated from the host cortex
by pia mater.
In all cases where the morphology of a retrogradely
labeled cell could be identified in host cerebral cortex or
graft, it was pyramidal in form.
Discussion
These data demonstrate that the cortex of a MAMtreated rat will accept grafted fetal tissue and that this
will remain viable for at least 6 months. Grafts did not
“reconstitute” the cortex in the senseof forming missing
layers, since graft cells tended to remain as discrete
clumps within the host brain. Nor did grafts enable the
cortex to replace those connections usually provided by
cells of missing layers, although significant axonal outgrowth from grafts could be demonstrated. Ingrowth of
fibers from the host, although never considerable, could
be demonstrated for callosal fibers but not for thalamocortical fibers.
Although grafts did not form layers upon the host
cortex, they did develop a crude internal organization
with aspects of cortical structure. The most consistent
feature, both in large suspension aggregates and in solid
grafts, was the formation of a cell-sparse area similar to
a molecular layer. The appearance of a molecular layer,
as well as the formation of a rudimentary white matter,
has been described in other studies where pieces of cortex
(although not cell suspensions) have been transplanted
to heterotopic and homotopic locations (Jaeger and
Lund, 1980a, b; Das et al., 1980). However, the laminated
organization described in some studies (Das et al., 1980)
was not seen in our material, which was serially sectioned
and every section examined. This may reflect differences
in the size of the cortical piece transplanted and the
constraints of the space in which it grows. The cellular
organization of suspension grafts was more similar to
that described for cultured aggregates of cortical neurons
(Garber et al., 1980) than to suspension grafts from other
brain areas (Schmidt et al., 1981). This seemsto indicate
that certain characteristics of cellular organization of
different brain areas arise from properties intrinsic to
the cells of those areas.
Axons of grafted neurons grew into three host brain

cells were alsopresent in this graft, although not in the region pictured. C, A large injection of HRP which included the thalamus
and a portion of the globuspallidus has labeleda ring of cells around the periphery of a piece of solid graft (G), someof which
are indicated by arrows. Label can be seenin the host striatum. D, Cells labeled retrogradely from the thalamus with FB can be
seenwithin this solid graft (G) which protrudes into the ventricle, as well as in the host corticothalamic neurons of layer VI
overlying the white matter ( W), following an injection into the thalamus. The inset showsthe results from a similar thalamic
injection of FB in which a ring of neurons is retrogradely labeled on the periphery of an aggregateof a suspensiongraft (G) as
well as in layer VI of the cortex. The bar represents100p.
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areas which are normally innervated by sensorimotor
cortex: contralateral cortex, thalamus, and spinal cord.
In the MAM-treated
rat lacking layers II to IV, projections to thalamus and spinal cord are intact (Jones et
al., 1982), since these originate from the surviving cells
of layers VI and V, respectively. Graft cells, then, duplicated existing projections, and did not form only those
projections which the host lacked. Graft cells did, however, project to the contralateral cortex; these axons
traveled within the attenuated corpus callosum of the
MAM-treated
host and did not reform the entire corpus
callosum. There was no obvious indication that the more
severe the host callosal defect, the greater the number of
callosally projecting graft neurons; comparable numbers
of callosally projecting graft neurons can be seen in grafts
to normal hosts (M. K. Floeter and E. G. Jones, unpublished cases). This suggests that there is no selective
tendency for graft cells to form developmentally deficient
host projections.
Projections of homotopically grafted pieces of cerebral
cortex have not been previously described. Three features
seem to be common to all the grafts that had demonstrable projections into sites within the host brain. First, the
grafts are contiguous at some portion with a region of
the host brain which also contains cells projecting to the
same site; individual cells projecting out of the graft do
not, however, tend to cluster at the border of contiguity.
For this reason and because of the discreteness of the
grafts and the high proportion of [“Hlthymidine-labeled
cells in them, it is unlikely that the projecting cells
represent host neurons that have migrated into the graft.
A second consistent feature is that grafts buried within
or contacting the host white matter contained greater
numbers of cells projecting to any particular host location than more superficially placed grafts. The final point
is that when the morphology of projecting neurons could
be identified from the HRP labeling, all were pyramidal
neurons, suggesting that, as in normal intact cortex
(Wise and Jones, 1977) and the MAM-treated
cortex
(Jones et al., 1982), these are the projection neurons.
It is likely that each graft contained cells that projected
to a number of different sites, since from any single
injection site, the number of retrogradely labeled cells
was small relative to the number of cells within the graft.
Also, in four cases where injections of combinations of
different colored fluorescent dyes and HRP were made
in the spinal cord and in the thalamus, cells were retrogradely labeled from both sites. It needs to be determined
whether each graft contains a small number of neurons
sending axons randomly to many brain regions.
A further question is whether axons of graft cells follow
axons of cells in existing pathways of the host (e.g., Bate,
1976) since grafts with demonstrable projections were
close to similarly projecting efferent axons of the host
cortex.
A third question is whether grafted neurons project to
the same targets in hosts as they would have projected
to in the donor. At the age at which the fetal tissue was
removed for grafting, corticospinal and corticothalamic
cells have been born, and many of them have sent axons
as far as the internal capsule (Schreyer and Jones, 1982).
It is not yet clear whether graft cells projecting to spinal
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cord and thalamus are derived from these or, atypically,
from cells which would have formed different projections
in the animal from which they were taken.
Ingrowth of axons from host commissural neurons was
quite sparse and usually occurred only in areas of the
graft bordering the corpus callosum. Thalamocortical
axons were not observed innervating grafts, and further
experiments are needed to determine the reason for this.
Although reconstitution of the MAM-damaged cortex
by grafts did not occur, these data show that cortical
grafts can form some of the normal connections of the
brain area into which they are transplanted. The absence
of certain populations of host cells does not appear to
influence grafted neurons to take over connections of the
missing cells exclusively. Instead, graft cells reproduce
some of the variety of connections of intact cortex and
suggest several factors involved in target finding by
cortical neurons that can be investigated further in the
future.
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